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TEAM SPIRIT AND RIGHT ATTITUDE LEAD TO SUCCESS: RINL CMD 

--New MTs join RINL collective 

Sri P Madhusudan, CMD, RINL told the newly inducted Management Trainees that competency 
levels are very much higher in RINL when compared to its competitors and urged them to 
develop team spirit and right attitude for achieving success. He made this observation while 
inaugurating the induction & orientation programme of the Management Trainees (MTs) of 
April 2014 batch at VSP today.  

 

Addressing the young talent, Sri Madhusudan said RINL is an efficient and fastest growing 
company in the country and speedily diversifying into new segments,  products and stated that 
there is a need to develop and inculcate quality consciousness and cost competency to 
compete in the market. He mentioned that training is a great learning, utilize it properly and 
work with discipline and dedication to grow bigger in career. Human capital is a backbone for 
any organization and the human resources in RINL is known for efficiency and teamwork, he 
stated. There are ample opportunities to grow in RINL and he urged them to contribute and 
work with commitment, Sri Madhusudan concluded. 

Sri Umesh Chandra, Director (Operations) said RINL is competing and survived in the market 
despite lack of captive mines and added that the company is the best in utilizing waste gases to 
generate power and team efforts largely contributed for this. 



Sri YR Reddy, Director (Personnel) said that PSUs are playing a key role in economic 
development of the country and the young engineers have very bright future in the 
organization. 

Sri PC Mohapatra, Director (Projects) explained the future growth plans of the Company and 
said that hard work  is the mantra for success. 

 

Earlier, Sri A Radhakrishna, GM(HRD) in his welcome address congratulated the young 
engineers for joining  the Navratna Company. He said 126 engineering graduates including from 
reputed IITs, NITs etc. were recruited by conducting an open written test and interview.  

Sri BBR Vardhanam, DGM(Training) proposed vote of thanks. Sri K Srinivasa Rao, DGM(Training) 
compeered the programme. 

Photo Captions: 1) Sri P Madhusudan, CMD, RINL addressing the new MTs at a programme 
today. 

2) Sri P Madhusudan, CMD, RINL interacting with the new MTs during the programme. 
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